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203 Lucky girl!
Liu Juan closed her eyes and expected the immense pain because her face was going to
fall on the ground. And as expected, she felt the pain, but not the whole face and only
on her nose tip which was hitting onto something hard and firm.
After that, she heard someone chastising her "What the hell are you trying to do?"
Liu Juan found this voice very familiar and she looked up and the sharp jawline came
in front of her sight which was followed by a whole angry face of the person.
Seeing the face of the person, Liu Juan relaxed and put her guard down. At least she
knew that she wasn't locked up in some weird basement at this moment in the hands of
an enemy.
Bo Xiao…

Seeing him here safe and sound and Liu Juan sighed in relief as she understood that
she was in a safe place now. She opened her mouth to ask where she was, but nothing
came out as her mouth had turned dry and she weakly leaned on him.

***
It was night time and everyone left for their respective rooms to sleep but Bo Xiao
couldn't get the wink of sleep. He was feeling restless as he wouldn't be able to get his
answer. He never owed anyone before, how could he owe Liu Juan to whom he
wanted to kill? Didn't she know the truth?
He didn't know why but he had the urge to see Liu Juan so he left his room and came
here. He found that the in-charge nurse was not here and saw the shadow of some
movements. He felt suspicious and immediately sprinted here and found Liu Juan
trying to stand up on her feet.

At that moment, he really admired her determination as clearly her right leg was

removed but she still dared to stand up only on the basis of her left leg.
****
"W-Wat-ter." Liu Juan said a word after a lot of difficulties. Her sound was very low
which barely could be heard, but lucky Bo Xiao was able to hear it.
He immediately helped her to sit on the bed to get her water, but his sight went onto
the bloodstains on the bedsheet and his eyes darkened.
"This…"
Liu Juan's sight followed his sight and landed on the bloodstains and her face
immediately turned red because of embarrassment.
He was not her brother or lover with whom she would be comfortable to share her
girly problem, moreover, she didn't have the energy to explain it to him and neither she
could say a word.
"Ohhh…"
At that moment, the in-charge nurse came towards the ICU after finishing her call, she
had just entered outside the ICU, but then she heard some sound from the room and
she sprinted inside in a moment. If anything would happen to the patient before the
end of the time limit of one week then she would die because of her carelessness.
Sure enough, she got a deadly stare from Bo Xiao as soon as she entered into the ICU,
however with a stroke of lucky fortune to her, he decided to deal with her later, now he
had to look after Liu Juan.
He immediately pressed the emergency button and in a matter of ten seconds, a doctor
and nurse came towards the room, the in-charge nurse started shivering in her place as
she didn't expect Bo Xiao would press the button despite the fact that she was present
here. Now she knew that she would die.
"Look she is bleeding. Hurry up!" Bo Xiao squawked at the doctor.
The doctor and nurse looked after Liu Juan and the guard came and took the in-charge
nurse with them. She was struggling and screaming to get help from the colleague
doctors and nurses but no one would help her. In the matter of one minute, a whole
team of doctors and nurses came to the ICU ward.
Again a chaos was created in the entire estate that Liu Juan had woken up. It was
shocking to all of them including the doctors' team that Liu Juan made it out of the

coma in just two days. Again they felt that it was a miracle, but it was clearly her
determination.
Bo Xiao had to leave the room and waited outside. He was happy and worried at the
same time, he felt restless which he had never felt like this ever before.
After thirty minutes, the doctors had done a full check-up of her and found that her
condition was out of danger but soon she again entered the dark world.
The entire villa was filled with happiness except for two people. One was angry to the
core that she was close to her success with Bo Xiao, but once again she was pulled
back to the starting point. While the other one could only show his unhappiness
because he had missed out on the thing which would amuse him. So he could only
shrug his shoulders and comment "Lucky girl!" and went back to sleep as he had no
intention to disrupt his sleep for the person who had ruined his amusement.
…
The doctors had said that Liu Juan would wake up again after twenty-four hours as
they had given her a shot and that the bloodstains were because of her period as there
was nothing to worry about but Bo Xiao still decided to stay here just in case Liu Juan
again woke up earlier than expected and he would get the chance to ask his question.
Liu Ruolan was unhappy with his decision, but she didn't voice out her thoughts
because she knew that she would get a kick if she would raise her voice.
In the end, both of them stayed outside the ICU. The uncomfortable silence permeated
the atmosphere as the two were silently entrenched into their own thoughts about the
matter. As one could feel someone had just died at this moment with the solemn air
that was stiflingly surrounding the pair.

